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CHERNOFF AND TROTTER TYPE PRODUCT FORMULAS
NEKLYUDOV A.
Abstrat. We onsider the abstrat Cauhy problem x˙ = Ax, x(0) = x0 ∈ D(A) for
linear operators A on a Banah spae X. We prove uniqueness of the (loal) solution of
this problem for a natural lass of operators A. Moreover, we establish that the solution
x(·) an be represented as a limit lim
n→∞
{F(t/n)n} in the weak operator topology, where
a funtion F : [0,∞) 7→ L(X) satises F′(0)y = Ay, y ∈ D(A). As a onsequene, we
dedue neessary and suient onditions that a linear operator C is losable and its
losure is a generator of C0-semigroup. We also obtain some riteria for the sum of two
generators of C0-semigroups to be a generator of C0-semigroup suh that the Trotter
formula is valid.
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1. Introdution.
Cherno's Theorem an be formulated as follows (f. [1℄, [3℄).
Theorem. Let F be a map from [0,∞) to the spae of all ontinuous linear operators
L(X) in a Banah spae X; Z be a densely dened linear operator in X and the following
onditions are satised:
i) F(0) = I and there exists a ∈ R, M ≥ 1 suh that ‖Fm( s
n
)‖ ≤ M exp(am
n
s), for any
n, m ∈ N, s ≥ 0.
ii) D(F′(0)) ⊃ D(Z) and F′(0)f = Zf, f ∈ D(Z).
iii) The losure of Z exists and it is a generator of C0-semigroup.
Then F(t/n)n onverges to exp (tC) as n → ∞ in the strong operator topology uniformly
with respet to t ∈ [0, T ] for eah T > 0.
One of the appliations of Cherno's Theorem is the theory of the Feynman integrals
(survey of this theory an be found in the book [8℄). In the paper [5℄ Cherno's Theorem
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has been used to prove the representation of the solution of the Shrödinger equation as
the Feynman integral. Similar approah also has been used in [7℄, [6℄.
The main problem of appliation of Cherno's Theorem is to hek ondition (iii).
In this work we study the lass Z of all densely dened operators Z that satisfy only
onditions (i)(ii) of Cherno's Theorem. We an notie that ondition (iii) implies
the existene of a funtion F satisfying onditions (i)(ii) for a given Z. Indeed, if
ondition (iii) is valid, then it is enough to put F(t) = exp (tZ), t ∈ [0, ∞). Thus, the
natural problem is to nd onditions that a linear operator Z ∈ Z is losable and its
losure is a generator of C0-semigroup. It turns out that onditions (i)(ii) are suient
for losability of an operator Z (see Theorem 3.1). Furthermore, if there exists (loal)
solution of the abstrat Cauhy problem x˙ = Zx, x(0) = x0 ∈ D(Z), then this solution is
unique and an be represented as a limit lim
n→∞
{F(t/n)nx0} in the weak topology σ(X, X
∗)
(see Theorem 4.1). Applying these results, we prove neessary and suient onditions
that a linear operator A is losable and its losure is a generator of C0-semigroup (see
Theorems 5.15.4, Corollaries 5.35.4). As a onsequene, we dedue riteria for the
sum of two generators of C0-semigroups to be a generator of C0-semigroup suh that the
Trotter formula is valid (see Corollaries 5.15.2, 5.5).
2. Preliminaries.
For any normed spae (E, ‖ · ‖E) (on the eld T ∈ {R,C}) let L(E) be the spae of
all bounded linear operators in E with the topology of pointwise onvergene (strong
operator topology), I be the identity operator in E. For any linear operator A in E let
D(A) be the domain of A. Linear subspaes of E are onsidered as the normed spaes
with the natural norms (i. e. the norms inherited from the normed spae E). The dual
spae E
∗
is the Banah spae of all linear ontinuous funtionals on E with the norm
‖ · ‖E∗ dened by ‖f‖E∗ = sup
‖x‖E≤1
f(x), x ∈ E, for eah f ∈ E∗. Further, we will omit the
index of the spae in the norm ‖ · ‖E. For any funtion S : [0,∞) 7→ L(E) we denote by
S∗ the funtion from [0,∞) to L(E) suh that S∗(s) = (S(s))∗ for eah s ≥ 0.
Denition 2.1. We all the (strong) derivative at the point 0 of a funtion
S : [0,∞) 7→ L(E) the linear map S′(0) : D(S′(0)) 7→ E dened by S′(0)ψ =
lim
h→0
h−1(S(h)ψ − S(0)ψ), ψ ∈ D(S′(0)), where D(S′(0)) is the spae of all ψ ∈ E suh
that the limit exists.
Denition 2.2. The set F
E
M,a, M ≥ 1, a ∈ R, is the set of all funtions F : [0,∞) 7→
L(E) that satisfy the following onditions:
(i) F(0) = I and ‖Fm( s
n
)‖ ≤ M exp(am
n
s) for all n, m ∈ N, s ≥ 0.
(ii) D(F′(0)) is dense in E.
Denition 2.3. The set FE is the set of all funtions F : [0,∞) 7→ L(E) for whih
there exists M ≥ 1, a ∈ R suh that F ∈ FEM,a.
Remark 2.1. Condition (i) of Denition 2.2 an be replaed by equivalent ondition
(i*):
(i*) F(0) = I and ‖Fn( s
n
)‖ ≤M exp(as) for all n ∈ N, s ≥ 0.
Denition 2.4. The set Z is the set of all densely dened linear operators in E for
whih there exists F ∈ FE suh thatD(Z) ⊂ D(F
′(0)) and Zf = F′(0)f for eah f ∈ D(Z).
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Denition 2.5. The funtion T : [0, ∞)→ L(E) is alled C0-semigroup if the follow-
ing onditions are satised:
1) T(0) = I, T(l +m) = T(l)T(m) for eah l, m ∈ [0, ∞).
2) The funtion T is ontinuous.
3) There exists M > 1, a ∈ R suh that ‖T(s)‖ ≤M exp (as) for eah s ≥ 0.
Denition 2.6. The linear operator Z is alled the generator of C0-semigroup T if Z
is the (strong) derivative at the point 0 of the funtion T.
It is a well-known fat that there exists one-to-one orrespondene between C0-
semigroups and its generators. The following results an be found in [2℄:
Statement 2.1. Let E be a Banah spae. Assume that the funtion T : [0, ∞)→ L(E)
is C0-semigroup. Then D(T
∗′(0)) is *-dense in E∗, where T∗′(0) is the (strong) derivative
at the point 0 of the funtion T∗.
Statement 2.2. Let E be a reexive Banah spae. Assume that the funtion T :
[0, ∞)→ L(E) is C0-semigroup. Then the funtion T
∗
is also C0-semigroup and its generator
T∗′(0) = (T′(0))∗.
In the paper we assume that X is a Banah spae and B is a reexive separable Banah
spae or a Hilbert spae.
3. Closability of operators from lass Z.
Proposition 3.1. Assume that F ∈ FX, t > 0 and {nk}
∞
k=1 is an inreasing sequene of
natural numbers. Then for any separable losed linear spaes Φ ⊂ X, Ψ ⊂ X∗ there exists a
subsequene {gk}
∞
k=1 of the sequene {nk}
∞
k=1 suh that there exists
lim
k→∞
({F(t/gk)}
[gks]g, φ)(3.1)
for any g ∈ Φ, φ ∈ Ψ and s > 0. Furthermore, if suh subsequene {gk}
∞
k=1 is hosen, then
the family of the funtions Ts : Φ×Ψ 7→ T, s ≥ 0, dened by
(3.2) Ts(g, φ) = lim
k→∞
({F(t/gk)}
[gk
s
t
]g, φ),
satises the following onditions:
a) Ts(g, φ) is linear w.r.t. g and φ and the following inequality is satised
‖Ts(g, φ)‖ ≤ M exp (as)‖g‖‖φ‖, s ≥ 0.
b) Ts(g, φ) is ontinuous w.r.t. s for any g ∈ Φ, φ ∈ Ψ and the ontinuity is uniform w.r.t.
φ ∈ Υ, where Υ is a bounded subset of Ψ.
) If f ∈ Φ ∩ D(F′(0)) and F′(0)f ∈ Φ then there exists
(Ts(f, φ))
′
s = Ts(F
′(0)f, φ)
for eah s ≥ 0, φ ∈ Ψ uniformly w.r.t. φ ∈ Υ, where Υ is a bounded subset of Ψ.
d) Assume φ ∈ D(F∗′(0)) and F∗′(0)φ ∈ Ψ. Then
Tm(f, φ)− Tl(f, φ) =
∫ m
l
Ts(f,F
∗′(0)φ) ds, m, l ≥ 0,
for any f ∈ Φ.
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e) If φ ∈ D(F∗′(0)) and F∗′(0)φ ∈ Ψ, then
(Ts(f, φ))
′
s = Ts(f,F
∗′(0)φ), s ≥ 0,
for any f ∈ Φ.
Now we will formulate some auxiliary lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. Assume that F ∈ FXM,a, M ≥ 1, and a = 0. Then there exists
limi/k→0 (F
i(t/k)− I)g = 0, i, k ∈ N, for any g ∈ X.
Remark 3.1. The limit in Lemma 3.1 is onsidered as a limit w.r.t. the lter base
onsisting of the sets of the form {(i, k)| | i
k
| < ǫ, i, k ∈ N}, ǫ > 0.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. If g ∈ D(F′(0)), then the following hain of the inequalities is sat-
ised:
‖(Fi(t/k)− I)g‖ = i t
k
∥∥(F( tk )i−1+···+I
i
) (F( t
k
)g−g)
t
k
∥∥
≤ i t
k
M
∥∥ (F( tk )g−g)
t
k
∥∥ ≤ i t
k
2M‖F′(0)g‖,
where k > k0(g). Therefore, we have
lim
i/k→0
(Fi(t/k)− I)g = 0.
If g /∈ D(F′(0)), then for any ε > 0 there exists g′ suh that ‖g − g′‖ < ε/2M and
‖ lim sup
i/k→0
(Fi(t/k)− I)g‖ ≤ ‖ lim sup
i/k→0
(Fi(t/k)− I)(g − g′)‖
+ ‖ lim sup
i/k→0
(Fi(t/k)− I)g′‖ ≤ ε
Sine ε is arbitrary the Lemma is proved. 
We an immediately dedue the following Lemma from Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.2. Assume that F ∈ FXM,a, M ≥ 1, and a = 0. Then for any g ∈ X there
exists lim
|i−l/k|→0
(Fi(t/k)− Fl(t/k))g = 0, i, l, k ∈ N.
Remark 3.2. The limit in Lemma 3.2 is onsidered as a limit w.r.t. the lter base
onsisting of the sets of the form {(i, l, k)| 0 < | i−l
k
| < ǫ, i, k, l ∈ N}, ǫ > 0. In the same
sense we will onsider the limit in Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 3.3. Assume that F ∈ FXM,a, M ≥ 1, and a = 0. Then for any g ∈ D(F
′(0))
there exists
lim
|i−l/k|→0
(Fi(t/k)− Fl(t/k))g
(i− l)t/k
− (Fmin(i,l)(t/k))F′(0)g = 0,
i, l, k ∈ N.
Proof of Lemma 3.3. We have the following hain of the inequalities
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lim sup
|i−l/k|→0
‖
(Fi( t
k
)−Fl( t
k
)g
(i−l)t/k
− (Fmin(i,l)( t
k
))F′(0)g‖
≤ M lim sup
|i−l/k|→0
‖
(F|i−l|( t
k
)−I)g
|i−l| t
k
− F′(0)g‖ ≤M lim sup
i/k→0
‖
(Fi( t
k
)−I)g
i t
k
− F′(0)g‖
≤ M lim sup
i/k→0
∥∥(F( tk )i−1+···+I
i
)
(
(F( t
k
)g−g)
t
k
− F′(0)g)
∥∥
+ M lim sup
i/k→0
∥∥(F( tk )i−1+···+I
i
)
F′(0)g − F′(0)g
∥∥
≤ lim sup
i/k→0
M2
∥∥( (F( tk )g−g)t
k
− F′(0)g)
∥∥
+ M lim sup
i/k→0
∥∥( (F( tk )i−1−I)+···+(I−I)
i
)
F′(0)g
∥∥ = 0,
where the last limit is equal to 0 by Lemma 1. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. We onsider only the ase a = 0. The ase a 6= 0 an be easily
redued to the ase a = 0 by examining F(s) exp(−as) instead of F(s).
We an hoose a subsequene {gk}
∞
k=1 of the sequene {nk}
∞
k=1 suh that for any non-
negative rational r there exists
lim
k→∞
({F(t/gk)}
[gkr]g, φ), g ∈ C, φ ∈ D,
where C andD are dense ountable subsets of Φ and Ψ respetively. Indeed, it is possible
to nd suh subsequene beause
‖{F(t/nk)}
[nkr]‖ ≤M
and we have a ountable number of onditions on the sequene {gk}
∞
k=1. Hene, it follows
from the density of C in Φ (and the density of D in Ψ) that there exists
lim
k→∞
({F(t/gk)}
[gkr]g, φ)
for any g ∈ Φ, φ ∈ Ψ. Let us show that the last limit exists for any real number r ≥ 0.
Fix r > 0, z ∈ Ψ and ǫ > 0. Put ǫ
′
= ǫ/3‖z‖. We an hoose ǫ
′′
(g, ǫ
′
) suh that
‖(Fi(t/k)− Fl(t/k))g‖ < ǫ
′
,
when |(i − l)/k| < ǫ
′′
,i, l, k ∈ N. Indeed, the existene of ǫ
′′
follows from Lemma 3.2.
Choose also a positive s ∈ Q suh that |r − s| < ǫ
′′
/2. There exists k0 ∈ N suh that
2/gk0 < ǫ
′′
/2. Now it follows from the existene of the limit
lim
k→∞
{(F(t/gk)}
[gks]g, z)
that we an nd n0 > k0 suh that for any l, m > n0, l, m ∈ N, we have the following
inequality
|(({F(t/gl)}
[gls] − {F(t/gm)}
[gms])g, z)| < ǫ/3.
Therefore, we get the following hain of the inequalities
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|(({F(t/gl)}
[glr] − {F(t/gm)}
[gmr])g, z)| ≤ |(({F(t/gl)}
[glr]
− {F(t/gl)}
[gls])g, z)|+ |(({F(t/gl)}
[gls] − {F(t/gm)}
[gms])g, z)|
+ |(({F(t/gm)}
[gms] − {F(t/gm)}
[gmr])g, z)| ≤ ǫ/3 + ǫ/3 + ǫ/3 ≤ ǫ,
where we have used the fat that
|[gnr]− [gns]|/gn ≤ |gnr − gns|+ 2/gn ≤ ǫ
′′
, n > k0.
As a onsequene, we get that there exists
lim
k→∞
({F(t/gk)}
[gks]g, φ), s ≥ 0, g ∈ Φ, φ ∈ Ψ.
Thus, the rst part of Proposition 3.1 is proved.
Now let us onsider parts (a)  (e) of Proposition 3.1.
(a) Part (a) immediately follows from the denition of Ts.
(b) Fix g ∈ Φ. It follows from Lemma 3.2 that for any ǫ > 0 there exist h0 > 0, k0 ∈ N
suh that
|({F(t/gk)}
[gk
s+h
t
]g, φ)− ({F(t/gk)}
[gk
s
t
]g, φ)| < ǫ‖φ‖,
for any |h| < h0, h ≥ −s, k > k0, k ∈ N. Letting k →∞, we get the inequality
|Ts+h(g, φ)− Ts(g, φ)| ≤ ǫ‖φ‖.
From the arbitrariness of ǫ we easily infer part (b) of Proposition 3.1.
() Assume that f ∈ Φ ∩ D(F′(0)), F′(0)f ∈ Φ. It follows from Lemma 3.3 that for any
ǫ > 0 there exist h0 > 0, k0 ∈ N suh that
|(F[gk
s
t
](t/gk)f, φ)− (F
[gk
s+h
t
](t/gk)f, φ)− t/gk([gk
s
t
]− [gk
s+h
t
])
× (Fmin([gk
s
t
],[gk
s+h
t
])(t/gk)F
′(0)f, φ)| < ǫ‖φ‖|[gk
s
t
]− [gk
s+h
t
]| t
gk
for any |h| < h0, h ≥ −s, k > k0, k ∈ N. Letting k →∞, we get the inequality
‖Ts(f, φ)− Ts+h(f, φ)− hTmin (s,s+h)(F
′(0)f, φ)‖ ≤ ǫ|h|‖φ‖.
From the arbitrariness of ǫ we dedue part (c) of Proposition 3.1.
(d) Assume that φ ∈ D(F∗′(0)), F∗′(0)φ ∈ Ψ. Fix ǫ > 0 and m > l. Choose r0, j0 suh
that
‖F(t/gk)
[gk
g
t
])f − F(t/gk)
[gk
h
t
])f‖ < ǫ, k ≥ j0, |g − h| < r0, 0 ≤ g, h < m.
The existene of suh r0, j0 follows from Lemma 3.2. Hene, we have
|Th(f,F
∗′(0)φ)− Tg(f,F
∗′(0)φ)| ≤ ǫ,(3.3)
where |g − h| < r0, 0 ≤ g, h < m. Therefore, we get
|
v0−1∑
v=0
Tl+v(m−l)/v0 (f,F
∗′(0)φ)((m− l)/v0)
−
∫ m
l
Ts(f,F
∗′(0)φ) ds| ≤ ǫ|m− l|,(3.4)
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v0 = [(m− l)/r0] + 1. Choose j1 > j0 suh that
|Tl+v(m−l)/v0(f,F
∗′(0)φ)− (F(t/gk)
[gk(l+v(m−l)/v0)/t]f,F∗′(0)φ)| < ǫ
for any v ∈ {0, 1, . . . , v0}, k > j1. Thus,
|
v0−1∑
v=0
Tl+v(m−l)/v0 (f,F
∗′(0)φ)((m− l)/v0)(3.5)
− ((m− l)/v0)
v0−1∑
v=0
(F(t/gk)
[gk(l+v(m−l)/v0)/t]f,F∗′(0)φ)| < ǫ|m− l|.(3.6)
Now we notie that
Tm(f, φ)− Tl(f, φ) = lim
k→∞
(F( t
gk
)
[gk
m
t
]
f − F( t
gk
)
[gk
l
t
]
f, φ)(3.7)
= lim
k→∞
((F( t
gk
)− I)(F( t
gk
)
[gk
m
t
]−1
+ · · ·+ F( t
gk
)
[gk
l
t
]
)f, φ)(3.8)
= lim
k→∞
( t
gk
(F( t
gk
)
[gk
m
t
]−1
+ · · ·+ F( t
gk
)
[gk
l
t
]
)f, t
gk
(F∗( t
gk
)− I)φ)(3.9)
= lim
k→∞
( t
gk
(F( t
gk
)
[gk
m
t
]−1
+ · · ·+ F( t
gk
)
[gk
l
t
]
)f,F∗′(0)φ)(3.10)
= lim
k→∞
t
gk
dk∑
s=0
(F( t
gk
)
[gk(l+s(
t
gk
))/t]
f,F∗′(0)φ)(3.11)
= lim
k→∞
v0−1∑
v=0
∑
s∈Bk,v,v0
t
gk
(F( t
gk
)
[gk(l+s(
t
gk
))/t]
f,F∗′(0)φ),(3.12)
where dk = [(m− l)gk/t] and
Bk,v,v0 = {s ∈ N| v(m− l)/v0 ≤ st/gk < (v + 1)(m− l)/v0}.
So, by inequality (3.3) and equalities (3.7)  (3.12), we get
|Tl(f, φ) +
v0−1∑
v=0
(F( t
gk
)
[gk(l+v
m−l
v0
)/t]
f,F∗′(0)φ)(m−l
v0
)− Tm(f, φ)|(3.13)
= | lim
k→∞
v0−1∑
v=0
∑
s∈Bk,v,v0
t
gk
(F( t
gk
)
[gk(l+s(
t
gk
))/t]
f,F∗′(0)φ)(3.14)
− (m−l
v0
)
v0−1∑
v=0
(F( t
gk
)
[gk(l+v
m−l
v0
/t]
f,F∗′(0)φ)|(3.15)
≤
v0−1∑
v=0
| lim
k→∞
∑
s∈Bk,v,v0
t
gk
(F( t
gk
)
[gk(l+s(
t
gk
))/t]
f,F∗′(0)φ)(3.16)
− m−l
v0
(F( t
gk
)
[gk(l+v
m−l
v0
)/t]
f,F∗′(0)φ)| < ǫv0
|m−l|
v0
.(3.17)
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Combining inequalities (3.4), (3.5)  (3.6) and (3.13)  (3.17), we get
|Tm(f, φ)− Tl(f, φ)−
∫ m
l
Ts(f,F
∗′(0)φ) ds| < 3ǫ|m− l|
From the arbitrariness of ǫ we dedue part (d) of Proposition 3.1.
(e) Part (e) is a diret onsequene of parts (b) and (d).

Proposition 3.2. Assume that F ∈ FX. Then the operator F
′(0) is losable.
Proof of Proposition 3.2. It is enough to show that the existene of the limits
lim
n→∞
fn = 0, lim
n→∞
F′(0)fn = h, h ∈ X,
for any sequene {fn}
∞
n=1, fn ∈ D(F
′(0)), imply that h = 0. Indeed, it immediately
follows from Lemma 1.8, p. 7 in [2℄. We will argue by ontradition. Assume that h 6= 0.
Then there exists φ ∈ X∗ suh that (h, φ) 6= 0. Let B be the losure of the linear span
of the elements fi,F
′(0)fi, i ∈ N. Then, aording to Proposition 3.1, there exists an
inreasing sequene {gk}
∞
k=1, gk ∈ N, suh that we an dene the family of the funtions
Ts : Φ×Ψ 7→ T, s ≥ 0, by formula (3.2) with Φ = B and Ψ = {φ}. Hene, we have
(Ts(fi, φ))
′
s = Ts(F
′(0)fi, φ)
for any i ∈ N. Therefore, we get
(3.18) Ts(fi, φ)− (fi, φ) =
∫ s
0
Tt(F
′(0)fi, φ) dt, i ∈ N.
Letting i→∞ in expression (3.18), we get the equality
Ts(0, φ)− (0, φ) =
∫ s
0
Tr(h, φ) dr = 0, s ≥ 0.
Indeed, it immediately follows from (3.18) and the uniform ontinuity of the family
{Tl(·, φ)| l ∈ [0, s]}. Hene, we get
(3.19) (
∫ s
0
Tt(h, φ) dt)
′
s = Ts(h, φ) = 0, s ≥ 0.
Put s = 0 in (3.19). Consequently, we have
Ts(h, φ) = (h, φ) = 0.
Thus, we get ontradition with the assumption h 6= 0. 
As a onsequene of Proposition 3.2, we get
Theorem 3.1. Let F ∈ FX. Assume that a linear operator Z has the domain D(Z) ⊂
D(F′(0)) and
Zf = F′(0)f,
for any f ∈ D(Z). Then Z is losable.
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4. Chernoff type formula for solution of the abstrat Cauhy
problem.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that the assumptions of Proposition 3.1 are satised. Assume also
that fi ∈ D(F
′(0)) ∩ Φ, F′(0)fi ∈ Φ for any i ∈ N. Furthermore, suppose that
lim
i→∞
fi = h, lim
i→∞
Zfi = g.
Then
(Ts(h, φ))
′
s = Ts(g, φ), s ≥ 0, φ ∈ Ψ.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Notie that in the equalities
lim
l→0
l−1(Ts+l(fi, φ)− Ts(fi, φ)) = lim
l→0
l−1
∫ s+l
s
Tm(Zfi, φ) dm = Ts(Zfi, φ)
we have the uniform onvergene w.r.t. i ∈ N beause there exists
lim
i→∞
Zfi = h
and the family of the funtions {Tl(·, φ)| l ∈ [0, s]} is uniformly ontinuous. Therefore,
Ts(g, φ) = lim
i→∞
lim
l→0
l−1(Ts+l(fi, φ)− Ts(fi, φ))
= lim
l→0
lim
i→∞
l−1(Ts+l(fi, φ)− Ts(fi, φ))
= lim
l→0
l−1(Ts+l(h, φ)− Ts(h, φ)) = (Ts(h, φ))
′
s.

Lemma 4.2. Suppose that the assumptions of Proposition 3.1 are satised. If f ∈
D(F′(0)) ∩ Φ and F′(0)f ∈ Φ, then
(Ts(f, φ))
′
s = Ts(F
′(0)f, φ), s ≥ 0, φ ∈ Ψ.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Sine f ∈ D(F′(0)), we see that there exists a sequene {fi}
∞
i=1,
fi ∈ D(F
′(0)), suh that lim
i→∞
fi = f and
lim
i→∞
F′(0)fi = F′(0)f.
Let Φ′ be the minimal losed spae suh that Φ ⊂ Φ′ and fi, F
′(0)fi ∈ Φ
′
for all i ∈ N.
Then, aording to Proposition 3.1, we an hoose a subsequene {mk}
∞
k=1 of the sequene
{gk}
∞
k=1 suh that we an dene the family of the funtions T
1
s : (Φ
′,Ψ) 7→ T, s ≥ 0, by
the equality
T1s(g, φ) = lim
k→∞
({F(t/mk)}
[mk
s
t
]g, φ), g ∈ Φ′, φ ∈ Ψ.
Thus, it follows from Lemma 4.1 (applied with parameters h = f , g = F′(0)f) that
(T1s(f, φ))
′
s = T
1
s(F
′(0)f, φ), s ≥ 0.
Sine the restrition of T1s to the set Φ×Ψ is equal to Ts we have
(Ts(f, φ))
′
s = Ts(F
′(0)f, φ), s ≥ 0, φ ∈ Ψ,
and the Lemma is proved. 
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Proposition 4.1. Suppose that F ∈ FX and t, l > 0. Assume also that there exists a
loal solution f : [0, l) 7→ D(F′(0)) of the system
f ′(s) = F′(0)f(s), s ∈ [0, l),(4.1)
f(0) = g ∈ D(F′(0)).(4.2)
Then this solution is unique and
f(s) = w- lim
n→∞
{F(t/n)}[n
s
t
]g, s ∈ [0, l).(4.3)
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Let f(s), s ∈ [0, l), be a loal solution of system (4.1)-(4.2).
Then for any r ∈ Q ∩ [0, l) there exists a sequene {xrn}
∞
n=1, x
r
n ∈ D(F
′(0)), suh that
lim
n→∞
xrn = f(r)
and
lim
n→∞
F′(0)xrn = F
′(0)f(r).
Let B be the minimal losed linear subspae of X suh that xrn ∈ B for all r ∈ Q ∩
[0, l), n ∈ N. Hene, f(s) ∈ B for all s ∈ [0, l) and, onsequently, F′(0)f(s) ∈ B for
all s ∈ [0, l). For any φ ∈ X∗ let us hoose a subsequene {gk}
∞
k=1 of an arbitrary
inreasing sequene {nk}
∞
k=1, nk ∈ N, suh that we an dene the family of the funtions
Ts : Φ × Ψ 7→ T, s ≥ 0, by equality (3.2) with Φ = B, Ψ = {φ}. From Lemma 4.2 it
follows that
(Ts(f(v), φ))
′
s = Ts(F
′(0)f(v), φ), s, v ∈ [0, l).
So, by Proposition 3.1,
(Ts(f(v − s), φ))
′
s = lim
a→0
a−1(Ts+a(f(v − a− s), φ)− Ts(f(v − s), φ))
= lim
a→0
a−1(Ts+a((f(v − a− s)− f(v − s)), φ))
+ lim
a→0
a−1(Ts+a(f(v − s), φ)− Ts(f(v − s), φ))
= Ts(F′(0)f(v − s), φ))− Ts(F′(0)f(v − s), φ) = 0,
for v ∈ (0, l), s ∈ (0, v). As a onsequene, the funtion Ts(f(v − s), φ) is a onstant
w.r.t. s. Thus,
Tv(g, φ) = (f(v), φ), v ∈ [0, l).
Now the existene of limit (4.3) follows from the arbitrariness of the sequene {nk}
∞
k=1
for any xed φ ∈ X∗. Therefore, f is unique. 
As a onsequene of Proposition 4.1, we get
Theorem 4.1. Assume that F ∈ FX and t, l > 0. Assume also that a linear operator Z
has the domain D(Z) ⊂ D(F′(0)) and
Zf = F′(0)f, f ∈ D(Z).
If there exists a loal solution f : [0, l) 7→ D(Z) of the system
f ′(s) = Zf(s), s ∈ [0, l),
f(0) = g ∈ D(Z),
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then the solution is unique and
f(s) = w- lim
n→∞
{F(t/n)}[n
s
t
]g, s ∈ [0, l).
Remark 4.1. The existene of the losure of Z in Theorem 4.1 follows from Theo-
rem 3.1.
Corollary 4.1. Assume that the onditions of Theorem 4.1 are satised. Then
f ′(s) = w- lim
n→∞
{F(t/n)}[n
s
t
]Zf(0), s ∈ [0, l).
Proof of Corollary 4.1. Dene the set B as in the proof of Proposition 4.1. For any φ ∈
X
∗
hoose a subsequene {gk}
∞
k=1 of an arbitrary inreasing sequene {nk}
∞
k=1, nk ∈ N,
suh that we an dene the family of the funtions Ts : Φ × Ψ 7→ T, s ≥ 0, by equality
(3.2) with Φ = B, Ψ = {φ}. From Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.1 it follows that
(f ′(s), φ) = lim
k→∞
({F(t/gk)}
[gk
s
t
]Zf(0), φ), s ∈ [0, l).
Sine {nk}
∞
k=1 is arbitrary for any xed φ ∈ X
∗
, the Corollary is proved. 
5. Criteria for losure of operator to be a generator of C0-semigroup.
Lemma 5.1. Let F ∈ FX. Assume that for some t, l > 0 and set Φ ⊂ X there exists an
inreasing natural sequene {gk}
∞
k=1 suh that there exists the limit
(5.1) w- lim
k→∞
{F(t/gk)}
[gks]g,
for any g ∈ Φ and any rational s ∈ [0, l). Then limit (5.1) exists for any g ∈ span{Φ},
s ∈ [0, l). Furthermore, the family of the operators Ts : span{Φ} 7→ X, s ∈ [0, l), dened
by
(5.2) Tsg = w- lim
k→∞
{F(t/gk)}
[gk
s
t
]g,
satises the following onditions:
a) Tsg is linear w.r.t. g and there exist M ≥ 1 and a ∈ R suh that
‖Tsg‖ ≤M exp (as)‖g‖, s ∈ [0, l).
b) Tsg is ontinuous w.r.t. s ∈ [0, l) for all g ∈ span{Φ}.
) If f ∈ span{Φ} ∩ D(F′(0)) and F′(0)f ∈ span{Φ}, then there exists
(Tsf)
′
s = TsF
′(0)f, s ∈ [0, l).
d) If φ ∈ D(F∗′(0)), then
(Tmf, φ)− (Tpf, φ) =
∫ m
p
(Tsf,F
∗′(0)φ) ds, m, p ∈ [0, l)
for any f ∈ span{Φ}.
e) If φ ∈ D(F∗′(0)), then (Tsf, φ)
′
s = (Tsf,F
∗′(0)φ), s ∈ [0, l), for any f ∈ span{Φ}.
f) If f ∈ span{Φ} ∩ D(F′(0)), F′(0)f ∈ span{Φ} and D(F∗′(0)) is *-dense in X∗, then
Tsf ∈ D((F
∗′(0))∗), s ∈ [0, l), and the following statements are valid:
1) D((F∗′(0))∗) ⊃ D(F′(0)), (F∗′(0))∗f = F′(0)f .
2) (Tsf)
′
s = (F
∗′(0))∗Tsf for all s ∈ [0, l).
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Proof of Lemma 5.1. The existene of limit (5.1) for any g ∈ span{Φ}, s ≥ 0 an be
proved similarly to the rst part of Proposition 3.1. Part (a) is trivial. Parts (b)  (e)
easily follow from Proposition 3.1. Let us show part (f). We an notie that the following
hain of the equalities an be dedued from parts () and (e)
((Tsf, g))
′
s = (TsF
′(0)f, g) = (Tsf,F
∗′(0)g), g ∈ D(F∗′(0)).
Thus, by *-density of D(F∗′(0)) in X∗, we get Tsf ∈ D((F
∗′(0))∗) and (F∗′(0))∗Tsf =
TsF
′(0)f for eah s ≥ 0. From this it follows that f ∈ D((F∗′(0))∗) and (F∗′(0))∗f =
F′(0)f . Hene, by part (), we get that (Tsf)
′
s = (F
∗′(0))∗Tsf . 
Theorem 5.1. Let F ∈ FX. Assume that a linear operator Z has the domain D(Z) ⊂
D(F′(0)) and
Zf = F′(0)f, f ∈ D(Z).
Assume also that A ⊂ D(Z) is a dense linear subset of X and there exists a xed l > 0 suh
that there exists a loal solution f : [0, l) 7→ D(Z) of the system
f ′(s) = Zf(s), s ∈ [0, l),(5.3)
f(0) = f0(5.4)
for eah f0 ∈ A. Then Z is losable and Z is a generator of C0-semigroup S. Furthermore,
the following equality is satised:
S(t)f = lim
n→∞
F(t/n)nf, t ≥ 0,(5.5)
for all f ∈ X.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. By Theorem 4.1, there exists the limit
w- lim
n→∞
F(t/n)[ns/t]f, s ∈ [0, l),(5.6)
for eah f ∈ A. From the density of A in X and Lemma (5.1) we easily infer that there
exists limit (5.6) for eah f ∈ X. Put G(s)f = w- limn→∞ F(t/n)
[ns/t]f, s ∈ [0, l), f ∈ X.
From the uniqueness of the loal solution of system (5.3)(5.4) we infer that
G(s1)G(s2)f = G(s1 + s2)f, s1, s2, s1 + s2 ∈ [0, l),(5.7)
for eah f ∈ A. From this and part (a) of Lemma (5.1) it follows that equality (5.7) is
valid for eah f ∈ X. Dene the funtion S : [0, ∞) 7→ L(X) by the equality
S(s) = {G(l/2)}[2s/l]G(s− [2s/l]l/2), s ≥ 0.
Then, from parts (a), (b) of Lemma (5.1) and the denition of S we easily infer that
the funtion S is C0-semigroup. Furthermore, from part () of Lemma (5.1) it follows
that D(Z) ⊂ D(F′(0)) ⊂ D(S′(0)) and, by the losedness of S′(0), Zf = S′(0)f for eah
f ∈ D(Z). Let us show that D(Z) = D(S′(0)). Fix g ∈ A. Then
n∑
k=1
s
n
S(k s
n
)g ∈ A
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and, by properties of C0-semigroups, there exist the limits
lim
n→∞
n∑
k=1
s
n
S(k s
n
)g =
∫ s
0
S(t)g dt,
lim
n→∞
Z
n∑
k=1
s
n
S(k s
n
)g =
∫ s
0
S(t)Zg dt = S(s)g − g, s ∈ [0, l/2].
Thus, by the losedness of Z, we get that
∫ s
0
S(t)g dt ∈ D(Z) and
Z
∫ s
0
S(t)g dt = S(s)g − g.
Let f ∈ X. Choose a sequene {fn}
∞
n=1, fn ∈ A, suh that lim
n→∞
fn = f . Then, by
properties of C0-semigroups, there exist the limits
lim
n→∞
∫ s
0
S(t)fn dt =
∫ s
0
S(t)f dt,
lim
n→∞
Z
∫ s
0
S(t)fn dt = lim
n→∞
S(s)fn − fn = S(s)f − f, s ∈ [0, l/2].
Then, by the losedness of Z, ∫ s
0
S(t)f dt ∈ D(Z)
and
Z
∫ s
0
S(t)f dt = S(s)f − f
for s ∈ [0, l/2]. Notie that for f ∈ D(S′(0)) there exist the limits
lim
s→0
s−1
∫ s
0
S(t)f dt = f,
lim
s→0
s−1Z
∫ s
0
S(t)f dt = lim
s→0
s−1(S(s)f − f) = S′(0)f.
So, by the losedness of Z, f ∈ D(Z). Thus, Z is a generator of C0-semigroup S and, by
Cherno's theorem, we get equality (5.5). 
Theorem 5.2. Let Z be a densely dened linear operator in X and t > 0. Then Z is
losable and its losure is a generator of C0-semigroup if and only if there exists a funtion
F ∈ FX suh that:
i) D(F′(0)) ⊃ D(Z) and F′(0)f = Zf, f ∈ D(Z).
ii) D(F∗′(0)) is *-dense in X∗.
iii) There exists a dense linear subspae A ⊆ D(Z) suh that for any f ∈ A, s ≥ 0 there
exists a subsequene {f sn}
∞
n=1, f
s
n ∈ D(Z), that satises the following onditions:
a) lim
n→∞
‖F[ns]( t
n
)f − f sn‖ = 0.
b) It is possible to hoose a weakly onvergent subsubsequene for any subsequene of the
sequene {f sn}n∈N.
) It is possible to hoose a weakly onvergent subsubsequene for any subsequene of the
sequene {Zf sn}n∈N.
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Furthermore, if onditions (i)-(iii) are satised, then exp (sZ)f = limn→∞ F(s/n)
nf, s > 0,
for all f ∈ X.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. If Z is a generator of C0-semigroup and F(s) = exp (sZ), s ≥ 0,
then it is easy to hek that onditions (i)-(iii) are satised. Indeed, it follows from
Statement 2.1 that onditions (i), (ii) are satised. Put A = D(Z). We an notie that if
f ∈ A, then exp (sZ)f ∈ D(Z). From this we infer ondition (iii). Now let us show that
onditions (i)-(iii) imply that Z is a generator of C0-semigroup. Let {sk}
∞
k=1 be a sequene
of all nonnegative rational numbers. Fix f ∈ A and an inreasing sequene {ni}
∞
i=1 of
natural numbers. For eah i ∈ N let the sequene {f sin }
∞
n=1 satisfy ondition (iii) for si and
f . Choose a subsequene {n1i }
∞
i=1 of the sequene {ni}
∞
i=1 suh that there exist the limits
w- lim
i→∞
f s1
n1i
and w- lim
i→∞
Zf s1
n1i
. Then, it follows from part (a) of ondition (iii) that there ex-
ists the limit w- lim
i→∞
F[n
1
i s1](t/n1i )f . Similarly, hoose a subsequene {n
2
i } of the sequene
{n1i } suh that there exist the limits w- lim
i→∞
f s2
n2i
, w- lim
i→∞
Zf s2
n2i
, w- lim
i→∞
F[n
2
i s2](t/n2i )f . In
the same way, for any natural k ≥ 3, we hoose a subsequene {nki }
∞
i=1 of the sequene
{nk−1i }
∞
i=1 suh that there exist the limits w- lim
i→∞
f sk
nki
, w- lim
i→∞
Zf sk
nki
, w- lim
i→∞
F[n
k
i sk](t/nki )f .
Then we an onsider the diagonal sequene {nii}
∞
i=1 and dedue that there exist the lim-
its w- lim
i→∞
f sk
nii
, w- lim
i→∞
Zf sk
nii
, w- lim
i→∞
F[n
i
isk](t/nii)f for any k ∈ N. Choose now a sequene
{gl}
∞
l=1, gl ∈ A, suh that lim
k→∞
gk = F
′(0)f . Choose a subsequene dk of the sequene
{nkk}
∞
k=1 suh that there exists the limit w- lim
l→∞
F[dlsk](t/dl)gm for any k, m ∈ N. Let
B = span {{f} ∪ {gk|k ∈ N}}.
Then it follows from Lemma 5.1 that there exists the limit w- lim
i→∞
F[dis](t/di)g for any
s ≥ 0, g ∈ B. Dene
Tsg = w- lim
i→∞
F[dis](t/di)g, g ∈ B.
From the oinidene of the weak losure of Z with the losure in the strong topology
it follows that Tskf ∈ D(Z) for any k ∈ N beause there exist the limits w- lim
i→∞
f skdi ,
w- lim
i→∞
Zf skdi . From part (f) of Lemma 5.1 and the losedness of the operator (F
∗′(0))∗ we
infer that
(Tsf)
′
s = ZTsf
for any rational s ≥ 0. Further, we an hoose for arbitrary m > 0 a sequene {mi},
mi ∈ Q ∩ [0, ∞), suh that limi→∞mi = m. Then
lim
i→∞
Tmif = Tmf
and
lim
i→∞
ZTmif = lim
i→∞
(Tsf)
′
mi
f = lim
i→∞
TmiZf = TmZf.
Therefore, by the losability of Z, Tmf ∈ D(Z) and
(Tsf)
′
s = ZTsf
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for all s ≥ 0. Consequently, Tsf is a solution of the equation
f ′(s) = Zf(s)
with the initial ondition f(0) = f . Thus, Theorem 5.1 implies that Z is the generator
of C0-semigroup S suh that
S(s)f = lim
n→∞
F(s/n)nf, s ≥ 0,
for eah f ∈ X. 
Theorem 5.3. Let Z be a densely dened linear operator in X and t > 0. Assume also
that there exists a funtion F ∈ FX suh that:
i) D(F′(0)) ⊃ D(Z) and F′(0)f = Zf, f ∈ D(Z).
ii) D(F∗′(0)) *-dense in X∗.
Then operator Z is losable and its losure is a generator of C0-semigroup i there exists a
dense linear subspae A ⊆ D(Z) suh that for all f ∈ A, s ≥ 0 there exists a sequene
{f sn}
∞
n=1, f
s
n ∈ D(Z), satisfying the following onditions:
a) lim
n→∞
‖F[ns]( t
n
)f − f sn‖ = 0.
b) It is possible to hoose a weakly onvergent subsubsequene for any subsequene of the
sequene {Zf sn}n∈N.
) It is possible to hoose a weakly onvergent subsubsequene for any subsequene of the
sequene {f sn}n∈N.
Proof of Theorem 5.3. (⇒) If operator Z is losable and its losure is a generator of C0-
semigroup, then, by Cherno's Theorem, it is enough to put A = D(Z) and hoose
sequenes {f sn}
∞
n=0, f
s
n ∈ A, s ≥ 0, suh that there exist the limits lim
n→∞
f sn = exp (sZ)f ,
lim
n→∞
Zf sn = Zexp (sZ)f .
(⇐) It follows from Theorem 5.2.

Corollary 5.1. Let t > 0. Assume that C and D are generators of C0-semigroups
exp (sC) and exp (sD) in X. Assume also that there exists a set B ⊂ D((exp(sC)∗)′s=0) ∩
D((exp(sD)∗)′s=0) and the following onditions are satised:
i) D(C) ∩ D(D) is dense in X.
ii) B is *-dense in X
∗
.
iii) There exist a ∈ R and M ≥ 1 suh that
‖{exp ( s
n
C) exp ( s
n
D)}m‖ ≤M exp (asm
n
)
for all n, m ∈ N, s > 0.
iv) Funtion g(s, x) = exp (sD∗)x, s ≥ 0, x ∈ X, is ontinuous at s = 0 for x ∈
(exp(sC)∗)′s=0(B).
Then the sum of C and D is a losable operator and its losure is a generator of C0-semigroup
i there exists a dense linear subspae A ⊆ D(C) ∩ D(D) suh that for all f ∈ A, s ≥ 0
there exists a sequene {f sn}
∞
n=1, f
s
n ∈ D(C) ∩ D(D), satisfying the following onditions:
a) lim
n→∞
‖(exp ( t
n
C) exp ( t
n
D))[ns]f − f sn‖ = 0.
b) It is possible to hoose a weakly onvergent subsubsequene for any subsequene of the
sequene {f sn}
∞
n=1.
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) It is possible to hoose a weakly onvergent subsubsequene for any subsequene of the
sequene {(C + D)f sn}
∞
n=1.
Furthermore, if onditions (a)-() are satised, then
exp (s(C + D))f = lim
n→∞
{exp ( s
n
C) exp ( s
n
D)}nf, s ≥ 0,
for all f ∈ X.
Proof of Corollary 5.1. Let F(s) = exp(sC) exp(sD). Sine
lim
s→0
s−1(F(s)f − F(0)f) = lim
s→0
s−1(exp(sC) exp(sD)f − exp(sC)f)
+ lim
s→0
s−1(exp(sC)f − f) = Cf +Df, f ∈ D(C) ∩ D(D),
and
lim
s→0
s−1(F∗(s)− F(0))f = lim
s→0
s−1{(exp(sD))∗(exp(sC))∗ − (exp(sD))∗}f
+ lim
s→0
s−1{(exp(sD))∗f − f} = lim
l→0
(exp(lD))∗(exp(sC)∗)′|s=0f
+(exp(sD)∗)′|s=0f = (exp(sC)
∗)′|s=0f + (exp(sD)
∗)′|s=0f, f ∈ B,
we infer that D(F′(0)) is dense in X and D(F∗′(0)) is *-dense in X∗. Therefore, we an
apply Theorem 5.3 with Z = C + D. 
Lemma 5.2. Let F ∈ FX. Assume that for some t > 0 and set Φ ⊂ X there exists an
inreasing natural sequene {gk}
∞
k=1 suh that there exists the limit
(5.8) lim
k→∞
{F(t/gk)}
[gks]g
for any g ∈ Φ and any nonnegative rational s. Then limit (5.8) exists for any g ∈ span{Φ},
s ≥ 0. Furthermore, the family of the operators Ts : span{Φ} 7→ X, s ≥ 0, dened by
Tsg = lim
k→∞
{F(t/gk)}
[gk
s
t
]g,
satises the following onditions:
a) If Tsf ∈ span{Φ} for some s ≥ 0, then
Ts+lf = TlTsf, l > 0.
b) Let f ∈ span{Φ} ∩ D(F′(0)) and F′(0)f ∈ span{Φ}. Assume also that there ex-
ists a sequene {fn}
∞
n=1, fn ∈ span{Φ} ∩ D(F
′(0)), suh that limn→∞ fn = f and
limn→∞ F
′(0)fn = F′(0)f . Then there exists
(Tsf)
′
s = TsF
′(0)f, s ≥ 0.
) Let Tsf ∈ span{Φ} ∩ D(F′(0)), f ∈ span{Φ} ∩ D(F
′(0)) and F′(0)Tsf, F
′(0)f ∈
span{Φ} for some s ≥ 0. Assume also that there exists a sequene {fn}
∞
n=1, fn ∈ span{Φ}∩
D(F′(0)), suh that limn→∞ fn = Tsf and limn→∞ F
′(0)fn = F′(0)Tsf . Then there exists
(Tsf)
′
s = F
′(0)Tsf, s ≥ 0.
Proof of Lemma 5.2. The existene of limit (5.8) for any g ∈ span{Φ}, s ≥ 0 an be
proved similarly to the rst part of Proposition 3.1.
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(a) Part (a) follows from the hain of the equalities:
TlTsf = lim
k→∞
{F(t/gk)}
[gkl]Tsf = lim
k→∞
{F(t/gk)}
[gkl](Ts − {F(t/gk)}
[gks])f
+ lim
k→∞
{F(t/gk)}
[gkl]{F(t/gk)}
[gks]f = lim
k→∞
{F(t/gk)}
[gkl]+[gks]f = Tl+sf
(b) By part () of Lemma 5.1, we have
Tsf − Trf = lim
n→∞
Tsfn − Trfn = lim
n→∞
∫ s
r
TlF
′(0)fn dl =
∫ s
r
TlF′(0)f dl
for any r, s ≥ 0. From this we easily infer part (b).
() From part () of Lemma 5.1 and parts (a), (b) of Lemma 5.2 it follows that
(Tsf)
′
s = TsF
′(0)f = lim
l→0
l−1(Ts+lf − Tsf) = lim
l→0
l−1(Tl − I)Tsf = F′(0)Tsf.

The following two results are respetively extensions of Corollaries 4, 5 from [4℄.
Theorem 5.4. Let Z be a densely dened linear operator in X and t > 0. Assume also
that there exists a funtion F ∈ FX suh that D(F
′(0)) ⊃ D(Z) and F′(0)f = Zf, f ∈ D(Z).
Then operator Z is losable and its losure is a generator of C0-semigroup i there exists a
dense linear subspae A ⊆ D(Z) suh that for all f ∈ A, s ≥ 0 there exists a sequene
{f sn}
∞
n=1, f
s
n ∈ D(Z), satisfying the following onditions:
a) lim
n→∞
‖F[ns]( t
n
)f − f sn‖ = 0.
b) The sets {Zf sn}
∞
n=1 and {f
s
n}
∞
n=1 are preompat.
Proof of Theorem 5.4. (⇒) If operator Z is losable and its losure is a generator of C0-
semigroup, then, by Cherno's Theorem, it is enough to put A = D(Z) and hoose
sequenes {f sn}
∞
n=0, f
s
n ∈ A, s ≥ 0, suh that there exist the limits lim
n→∞
f sn = exp (sZ)f ,
lim
n→∞
Zf sn = Zexp (sZ)f .
(⇐) From ondition (a) it follows that {F[ns]( t
n
)f}∞n=1 is preompat for eah f ∈ A and
s > 0. Then, by the density A in X, {F[ns]( t
n
)f}∞n=1 is preompat for eah f ∈ X and
s > 0. Fix f ∈ A. As in the proof of Theorem 5.2, we an hoose an inreasing sequene
{gn}
∞
n=1 suh that there exist the limits lim
n→∞
F[gns]( t
gn
)f , lim
n→∞
Zf sgn, limn→∞
F[gnl]( t
gn
)f sk and
lim
n→∞
F[gnl]( t
gn
)Zf sk for eah s, l ∈ [0, ∞) ∩Q and k ∈ N. Let
B = span {{f} ∪ {Zf sk |k ∈ N, s ∈ [0, ∞) ∩Q} ∪ {f
s
k |k ∈ N, s ∈ [0, ∞) ∩Q}}.
Then it follows from Lemma 5.2 that there exists the limit lim
i→∞
F[dis](t/di)g for any s ≥ 0,
g ∈ B. Dene
Tsg = lim
i→∞
F[dis](t/di)g, g ∈ B.
By ondition (a), there exist the limits lim
i→∞
f sgn = Tsf and limi→∞
Zf sgn for eah s ∈ [0, ∞)∩
Q. So, by the losability of Z, Tsf ∈ D(Z) ∩B and
lim
i→∞
Zf sgn = F
′(0)Tsf ∈ B
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for any s ∈ [0, ∞) ∩Q. Thus, by part () of Lemma 5.2, we get
(Tsf)
′
s = ZTsf
for any rational s ≥ 0. Choose for arbitrary m > 0 a sequene {mi}, mi ∈ Q ∩ [0, ∞),
suh that lim
i→∞
mi = m. Then
lim
i→∞
Tmif = Tmf
and
lim
i→∞
ZTmif = lim
i→∞
(Tsf)
′
mi
f = lim
i→∞
TmiZf = TmZf.
Therefore, by the losability of Z, Tmf ∈ D(Z) and
(Tsf)
′
s = ZTsf
for all s ≥ 0. Consequently, Tsf is a solution of the equation
f ′(s) = Zf(s)
with the initial ondition f(0) = f . Thus, Theorem 5.1 implies that Z is a generator of
C0-semigroup and, by Cherno's theorem,
exp (sZ)f = lim
n→∞
F(s/n)nf, f ∈ X.

From Theorem 5.4 we get the following result.
Corollary 5.2. Let t > 0. Assume that C and D are generators of C0-semigroups
exp (sC) and exp (sD). Assume also that the following onditions are satised:
i) D(C) ∩ D(D) is dense in X.
ii) There exists a ∈ R and M ≥ 1 suh that
‖{exp ( s
n
C) exp ( s
n
D)}m‖ ≤M exp (asm
n
)
for all n, m ∈ N, s ∈ R.
Then the sum of C and D is a losable operator and its losure is a generator of C0-semigroup
i there exists a dense linear subspae A ⊆ D(C) ∩ D(D) suh that for all f ∈ A, s ≥ 0
there exists a sequene {f sn}
∞
n=1, f
s
n ∈ D(C) ∩ D(D), satisfying the following onditions:
a) lim
n→∞
‖(exp ( t
n
C) exp ( t
n
D))[ns]f − f sn‖ = 0.
b) The sets {f sn}
∞
n=1 and {(C + D)f
s
n}
∞
n=1 are preompat.
Furthermore, if onditions (a)-(b) are satised, then
exp (s(C + D))f = lim
n→∞
{exp ( s
n
C) exp ( s
n
D)}nf, s > 0,
for all f ∈ X.
If X is a reexive separable Banah spae or a Hilbert spae, then the formulations of
Theorems 5.2, 5.3 and Corollary 5.1 an be onsiderably simplied and, by Statement
2.2, we get the following Corollaries of the results mentioned above:
Corollary 5.3. Let Z : B ⊃ D(Z) → B be a linear operator, D(Z) be dense in B and
t > 0. Operator Z is losable and its losure is a generator of C0-semigroup i there exists
F : [0,∞) 7→ L(B) suh that:
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i) F(0) = I and there exists a ∈ R, M ≥ 1 suh that ‖Fm( s
n
)‖ ≤ M exp(asm
n
) for all
n, m ∈ N and s ≥ 0.
ii) D(F′(0)) ⊃ D(Z) and F′(0)f = Zf, f ∈ D(Z).
iii) D(F∗′(0)) is *-dense in B∗.
iv) There exists a dense linear subspae A ⊆ D(Z) suh that for any f ∈ A, s ≥ 0 there
exists a sequene {fn}
∞
n=1, fn ∈ D(Z) satisfying the following identity
lim
n→∞
‖F[ns]( t
n
)f − fn‖ = 0
and, furthermore, {Zfn}
∞
n=1 is a bounded sequene.
Furthermore, if onditions (i)-(iv) are satised, then exp (sZ)f = lim
n→∞
F(s/n)nf, s > 0, for
all f ∈ B.
Corollary 5.4. Let Z : B ⊃ D(Z) → B be a linear operator, D(Z) be dense in B and
t > 0. Assume that there exists F : [0,∞) 7→ L(B) suh that the following onditions are
satised:
i) F(0) = I and there exists a ∈ R, M ≥ 1 suh that
‖Fm( s
n
)‖ ≤M exp (asm
n
)
for all n, m ∈ N and s ≥ 0.
ii) D(F′(0)) ⊃ D(Z) and F′(0)f = Zf, f ∈ D(Z).
iii) D(F∗′(0)) is *-dense in B∗.
Then operator Z is a losable operator and its losure is a generator of C0-semigroup i there
exists a dense linear subspae A ⊆ D(Z) suh that for any f ∈ A, s ≥ 0 there exists a
sequene {fn}
∞
n=1, fn ∈ D(Z), satisfying the following identity lim
n→∞
‖F[ns]( t
n
)f − fn‖ = 0
and, furthermore, {F′(0)fn}
∞
n=1 is a bounded sequene.
Corollary 5.5. Let t > 0. Suppose that C and D are generators of C0-semigroups
exp(sC) and exp(sD) in B. Assume also that the following onditions are satised:
i) D(C) ∩ D(D) is dense in B.
ii) D(C∗) ∩ D(D∗) is dense in B∗.
iii) There exists a ∈ R, M ≥ 1 suh that the following inequality holds
‖{exp ( s
n
C) exp ( s
n
D)}m‖ ≤M exp (asm
n
)
for all n, m ∈ N, s > 0.
Then the sum of operators C and D is a losable operator and its losure is a generator of
C0-semigroup i there exists a dense linear subspae A ⊆ D(C) ∩ D(D) suh that for any
f ∈ A, s ≥ 0 there exists a sequene {fn}
∞
n=1, fn ∈ D(C) ∩ D(D), satisfying the following
onditions:
a) lim
n→∞
‖(exp ( t
n
C) exp ( t
n
D))[ns]f − fn‖ = 0.
b) {(C + D)fn}
∞
n=0 is a bounded sequene.
Furthermore, if onditions (a)-(b) are satised, then
exp (s(C + D))f = lim
n→∞
{exp ( s
n
C) exp ( s
n
D)}nf, s > 0,
for all f ∈ B.
Remark 5.1. If operators iC and iD are self-adjoint, then onditions (ii), (iii) in
Corollary 5.5 an be omitted.
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